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Monday Suffix - ous 
https://classroom.thenational.acad
emy/lessons/to-investigate-the-
suffix-ous-ccu3et 
 

The Christmas Truce 
https://www.literacyshed.com/the-
christmas-truce.html 
Watch the clip. Imagine you are 
one of the soldiers who took part in 
the football match. Write a diary 
entry either from the perspective 
of Jim or Otto 

Number of the Day 
https://mathsstarters
.net/numoftheday 
 

Extending calculation strategies 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/ad
justing-addends-c5gpct 
 
 

Tuesday Suffix - ous 
https://classroom.thenational.aca
demy/lessons/to-practise-and-
apply-knowledge-of-suffixes-ous-
including-test-6rv34d 
 
 

Man on the Moon 
https://www.literacyshed.com/m
anonmoon.html 
The clip tells the story of a man on 
the moon who is spotted by Lily 
through a telescope. Write a 
newspaper report with the 
headline – “Astronaut discovered 
50 years late” 
 

Which sequence 
contains the number 
1000? 
2, 6, 10, 14, 18 
 
8, 24, 40, 56 
 
4, 12, 20, 28 
 

Extending calculation strategies 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/sa
me-sum-with-larger-numbers-ccw68d 
 
 
 

Wednesday Suffix - ial 
https://classroom.thenational.aca
demy/lessons/to-investigate-
suffixes-ial-61jk0d 
 
 

Kevin the Carrot 2020 
https://www.literacyshed.com/ke
vin2020.html 
Kevin the famous carrot makes his 
return in 2020. 
After watching the clip, retell the 
story of Kevin’s journey home using 
dialogue between him and the 
other characters. 
 

67 x 18 =  
98 x 97 =  
1256 x 8 =  
345 x 12 =  
782 x 17 =  
6532 x 12 =  
 
 
 

Extending calculation strategies 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/s
ame-sum-with-decimals-6xh3jd 
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Afternoon sessions 

 Topic session 1 
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Topic session 2 

Monday D & T – Product design 
You have been assigned the task of creating a new toy for the 
Christmas market. Draw and annotate a new product for one 
of the following age groups – aged 4 and under; aged 4 – 7 
years; aged 7-11 years or aged 11 and over. 
Think about the different design features that your toy would 
need to capture the attention of your chosen audience. 
 

Science - Properties of materials 
Find 10 different household items and make a list. Record 
the materials that they are made from and describe the 
properties of each one. For example – flexible, brittle, 
transparent, magnetic. Record your findings in a table. 

Tuesday History – Rationing 
Food and other items such as clothing were rationed during 
WW2. Research the food allowances for each person and using 
these, plan a day’s meals for a family of four. Design a menu 
card to show each meal and the different ingredients used. 
 

The Christmas Story 
Choose one of the main characters from the Christmas 
story. Write a first-person narrative of the journey that they 
went on. 
Relate it back to the key question we have been thinking 
about in RE – In what ways is life like a journey? 

Thursday Suffix - ial 
https://classroom.thenational.aca
demy/lessons/to-practise-and-
apply-knowledge-of-suffixes-ial-
including-test-6hjp8r 
 
 

Loteria de Navidad 
https://www.literacyshed.com/lot
eriadenavidad.html 
The moral of this story is “You reap 
what you sow”. 
Write an email between colleagues 
talking about Justino 
 
 

TT Rockstars – Can 
you improve your 
rock speed and 
achieve hero status? 
 
 

Extending calculation strategies 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/b
alancing-equations-using-the-same-sum-strategy-
65hkct 
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Wednesday Sikhism – Recap of knowledge 
Design an information poster with all the information you have 
learnt about Sikhism.  

Music - Christmas Carols 
Choose your favourite Christmas carol.  
Rewrite the lyrics of the carol to reflect a modern-day 
Christmas. Can you follow the structure of the original? 
Does it need to incorporate rhyme into the song? 

Thursday D & T – Product design 
Using your knowledge of nets and 3D shapes, make a 
prototype of the box for your new toy product. Use paper or 
card and draw out accurately a box which is joined with flaps. 
Decorate the box with a catchy design. 

Relax! 
Sit back and relax whilst you watch our virtual panto. 
Contact school for the link and password. 
Enjoy!!!!! 

 


